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PDZ (PSD-95/Dlg/ZO-1) domains are protein-protein
interaction modules often regulated by ligand phos-
phorylation. Here, we investigated the specificity,
structure, and dynamics of Tiam1 PDZ domain/
ligand interactions. We show that the PDZ domain
specifically binds syndecan1 (SDC1), phosphory-
lated SDC1 (pSDC1), and SDC3 but not other synde-
can isoforms. The crystal structure of the PDZ/SDC1
complex indicates that syndecan affinity is derived
from amino acids beyond the four C-terminal resi-
dues. Remarkably, the crystal structure of the
PDZ/pSDC1 complex reveals a binding pocket that
accommodates the phosphoryl group. Methyl relax-
ation experiments of PDZ/SCD1 and PDZ/pSDC1
complexes reveal that PDZ-phosphoryl interactions
dampen dynamic motions in a distal region of the
PDZ domain by decoupling them from the ligand-
binding site. Our data are consistent with a selection
model by which specificity and phosphorylation
regulate PDZ/syndecan interactions and signaling
events. Importantly, our relaxation data demonstrate
that PDZ/phospho-ligand interactions regulate pro-
tein dynamics and their coupling to distal sites.
INTRODUCTION
T cell lymphoma invasion and metastasis 1 (Tiam1) is a guanine
nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) that activates the Rho-family
GTPase Rac1. This multidomain protein is important for both
cell-cell junction integrity (Malliri et al., 2004; Mertens et al.,
2005; Nishimura et al., 2005; Zhang and Macara, 2006) and
cell-matrix interactions (Malliri et al., 2004; Masuda et al., 2010;
Shepherd et al., 2010). In vivo, the spatial and temporal function
of Tiam1 is regulated by protein-protein interaction domains,
including the PSD-95/Dlg/ZO-1 (PDZ) domain. PDZ domains
are small (90 amino acids) and typically bind the 4–10 car-
boxy-terminal residues of partner proteins. We have shown342 Structure 21, 342–354, March 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All righthat the PDZ domain of Tiam1 binds theC terminus of syndecan1
(SDC1) and that this interaction is important for cell-matrix
adhesion and cell motility (Shepherd et al., 2010).
The syndecan family of cell-surface heparan-sulfate proteo-
glycans has four members, SDC1–4, whose extracellular
domains interact with a variety of ligands, such as integrin, fibro-
nectin, laminin, and growth factors. The C-terminal cytoplasmic
domain is divided into two highly conserved (C1 and C2) regions
separated by a variable (V) region (Couchman, 2010). The C2
region binds the PDZ domains of syntenin1 (Zimmermann
et al., 2001), synectin1 (or GIPC1) (Gao et al., 2000), synbindin
(Ethell et al., 2000), CASK (or LIN-2) (Cohen et al., 1998), and
Tiam1 (Shepherd et al., 2010). However, the specificity of each
of these PDZ domains for particular syndecan family members
remains unknown. SDC1, SDC3, and SDC4 are tyrosine phos-
phorylated (by unknown Src tyrosine kinases) within their
respective cytoplasmic domains, which is critical for down-
stream signaling (Asundi and Carey, 1997; Ott and Rapraeger,
1998). In the case of SDC1, phosphorylation of the PDZ-binding
motif regulates the switch between cell adhesion and ectodo-
main cleavage by disrupting phosphorylated SDC1 (pSDC1)
interactions with the second PDZ domain of syntenin1 (Reiland
et al., 1996; Sulka et al., 2009). The exact location(s) and biolog-
ical consequences of SDC3 and SDC4 phosphorylation remain
unknown. Interestingly, we have reported that pSDC1 binds to
the Tiam1 PDZ domain with an affinity similar to that of unphos-
phorylated SDC1, suggesting that phosphorylation also plays
a role in selecting SDC1 binding partners (Shepherd et al.,
2010). Although many examples of positive PDZ/ligand regula-
tion by phosphorylation have emerged, the physical basis for
this phenomenon remains unexplored.
The structures of many apo and ligand-bound PDZ domain
pairs have been determined (see Lee and Zheng, 2010), and in
most cases, there is very little change in the overall domain struc-
ture after ligand binding. However, nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spin relaxation and computational analyses have revealed
changes in the intrinsic dynamics of PDZ domains (De Los Rios
et al., 2005; Dhulesia et al., 2008; Fuentes et al., 2004; Kong and
Karplus, 2009). Upon ligand binding, energetic and dynamic
changes are propagated from the ligand-binding site to distal
regions of the PDZ domain via intramolecular allosteric commu-
nication pathway(s) (Fuentes et al., 2004, 2006; Lockless andts reserved
Figure 1. Tiam1 PDZ Domain Binding Affinity for Syndecan Family
Proteins
(A) The C termini (C2 region) of syndecan family members and Caspr4.
(B) Representative binding curves for the interaction between the Tiam1 PDZ
domain and dansylated peptides derived from phosph-syndecan1 (:), syn-
decan1 (C), syndecan2 (B), syndecan3 (-), and syndecan4 (;). *Data taken
from Shepherd et al. (2010).
Table 1. Dissociation Constants for Tiam1 PDZ Domain
Interactions with Syndecan Family Ligands
Protein Peptide Sequence Kd (mM)
Fold
Change
WT Caspr4 Dan-ENQKEYFFCOOH 16.8 ± 5.4
a
WT SDC1 Dan-TKQEEFYACOOH 26.9 ± 0.9 1.0
a,b
WT SDC2 Dan-APTKEFYACOOH 453 ± 22 17
b
WT SDC3 Dan-DKQEEFYACOOH 33.4 ± 1.9 1.2
b




Dan-TKQKEFYACOOH 106 ± 7 4.0
b




Dan-TKQKEFYACOOH 361 ± 22 13
b
WT pSDC1 Dan-TKQEEFYpACOOH 19.3 ± 1.5
a 0.7b
PDZ K879E SDC1 Dan-TKQEEFYACOOH 64.7 ± 0.9 2.4
b
PDZ K879E pSDC1 Dan-TKQEEFYpACOOH 170 ± 6 8.7
c
Dan, dansyl moiety. See also Table S1.
aTaken from (Shepherd et al., 2010).
bFold change versus SDC1 peptide refers to Kd (peptide)/Kd (SDC1).
cFold change versus pSDC1 peptide refers to Kd (peptide)/Kd (pSDC1).
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Tiam1 PDZ Domain/Syndecan1 Structure and DynamicsRanganathan, 1999; Petit et al., 2009). This long-range allostery
is not only of structural and thermodynamic interest but also of
biological significance. For example, in the case of the Par6
protein, which contains a PDZ domain and Cdc42/Rac1 interac-
tive-binding (CRIB) motif, binding of Cdc42 to the CRIB motif
allosterically modulates the energetics of PDZ interactions
through a conformational switch mechanism (Whitney et al.,
2011). More generally, it is clear that protein dynamics have
a role in both allostery and the affinity of ligand binding (Marlow
et al., 2010; Tzeng and Kalodimos, 2011). However, the relation-
ships between ligand affinity, protein dynamics, and allostery are
not well understood and currently the topic of intensive study.
Here, we determined the energetic and structural basis for
Tiam1 PDZ domain interactions with syndecan proteins and
the impact of phosphorylation on protein dynamics. We present
the crystal structures of the Tiam1 PDZ domain in complex with
SDC1 and pSDC1. Remarkably, these structures show that the
PDZ domain recognizes a conformation of the phosphotyrosine
residue in the absence of significant structural changes in the
PDZ domain. NMR-based methyl side-chain relaxation experi-
ments of three PDZ/ligand complexes reveal distinct patterns
of dynamics. Collectively, we report the structure of a PDZ/phos-
pho-ligand and show that the phosphoryl moiety is critical for
regulating PDZ domain dynamics.
RESULTS
The Tiam1 PDZ Domain Has a Binding Preference for
SDC1 and SDC3
Our previous work indicated that ligand residues beyond the
C-terminal four contribute to Tiam1 PDZ domain binding affinityStructure 21,and that this domain binds SDC1 and pSDC1 (Shepherd et al.,
2010). Examination of the C termini of the four syndecan iso-
forms revealed differences in amino-acid sequence that may
be critical for defining specificity in PDZ domain interactions (Fig-
ure 1A). We tested this idea by synthesizing fluorescently labeled
peptides corresponding to the final eight residues of SDC2–4
and measuring their affinity for the Tiam1 PDZ domain. Binding
by SDC3 had reasonable affinity (Kd 30 mM), whereas that of
SDC2 and SDC4 was more than 15-fold weaker (Kds R
400 mM; Figure 1B; Table 1). Isothermal titration calorimetry
(ITC) data agree well with the fluorescence binding data for
SDC1 and pSDC1 but indicate that the dansyl group nonspecif-
ically increases binding affinity <2-fold (Figure 2; Supplemental
Experimental Procedures available online), as previously noted
for other PDZ domains (Harris et al., 2001; Kang et al., 2003).
Tiam1 PDZ/SDC1 Specificity Is Determined by Two
Binding Pockets
We investigated the physical basis for PDZ/syndecan interac-
tions by solving the crystal structure of the Tiam1 PDZ domain
bound to a C-terminal SDC1 peptide. The structure of the
Tiam1 PDZ/SDC1 complex was solved to 1.85 A˚ resolution
(Table 2). The PDZ domain has five b strands and two a helices
arranged in a b barrel fold with the ligand-binding site contained
within a groove formed by residues in the b2 strand and the a2
helix. The entire SDC1 peptide interacts with residues along
the PDZ b2 strand (residues 858–866), as well as with two spec-
ificity pockets (Figure 3A). The S0 pocket is formed by the side
chains of residues Y858, F860, and L915 and accommodates
the alanine side chain at the C-terminal position (P0) of SDC1,
whereas the S2 pocket is formed by the side chains of L911
and K912 and accommodates the P2 phenylalanine side chain
of SDC1 (Figure 3C).
In addition to showing the typical b sheet PDZ/ligand interac-
tions, the structure demonstrates that N-terminal residues of the342–354, March 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 343
Figure 2. Thermodynamic Parameters of Tiam1 PDZ/Peptide Interactions Determined by ITC
(A) Thermograms and integrated titration curves are shown for phosphorylated syndecan1 (left panel), syndecan1 (middle panel), and Caspr4 (right panel).
(B) Thermodynamic parameters for PDZ/peptide interactions at 25C. The change in enthalpy (DH), association constant (Ka), and stoichiometry (n) were fit by
nonlinear least squares analysis using a single-site binding model in ORIGIN software. The reported thermodynamics parameters are the average of three
individual experiments.
See also Figure S1 and Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
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Tiam1 PDZ Domain/Syndecan1 Structure and DynamicsSDC1 peptide participate in specific interactions. For example,
the P3 glutamate and P6 lysine form a hydrogen bond network
with the P1 tyrosine hydroxyl and the N876 side chain of the
PDZ domain (Figure 3). Moreover, an interaction between the
side chains of the P4 glutamate and K912 of the PDZ domain
is apparent. Although the electron density of the side chain of
the P4 glutamate was not visualized beyond the b-carbon
atom, model building indicates that the closest approach of its
oxygens (OE1/2) to the K912 nitrogen (NZ) is5 A˚. To determine
the significance of this ion pair in stabilizing the PDZ/SDC1 inter-
action, we generated mutations in the PDZ domain (PDZ-
K912E) and SDC1 peptide (SDC1-EP4K). The affinity of each
for its wild-type partner was reduced (4- and 5-fold, respec-
tively), whereas the affinity of the mutant PDZ-K912E/SDC1-
EP4K pair was even lower (13-fold reduction; Table 1).
Double-mutant cycle analysis indicated that the K912 and
EP4 side chains were energetically coupled but not to the level
found in stable salt bridges (DDDGINT = 0.22 ± 0.14 kcal/mol
compared to 0.7 kcal/mol; Table S1) (Makhatadze et al.,
2003). This suggests that the electrostatic interaction between
PDZ-K912 and SDC1-EP4 is not persistent over time; rather,
it is stable for only a fraction of the time resulting in a transient
electrostatic interaction. This finding is supported by our
previous study, showing that mutation of a model peptide
from E to K at P4, as found in SDC2, reduced the affinity for344 Structure 21, 342–354, March 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All righthe wild-type PDZ domain 5-fold (Shepherd and Fuentes,
2011). Together, these data suggest that, although important,
the EP4 and K912 interaction is not the sole determinant of
the differences in binding affinity seen with SDC-family
peptides.
The Structure of the Tiam1 PDZ/pSDC1 Complex
Reveals a Phosphotyrosine Binding Pocket
Given that the affinity of the Tiam1 PDZ domain for SDC1 and
pSDC1 are similar (Table 1) and no structure of a PDZ domain
in complex with a phosphorylated ligand has been reported,
we determined the crystal structure of the Tiam1 PDZ/pSDC1
complex (1.54 A˚ resolution; Table 2). A comparison of the PDZ
domain backbone in the SDC1 and pSDC1 structures revealed
a root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) of 0.26 A˚, indicating
that ligand binding does not lead to significant rearrangement
of the PDZ domain. Moreover, NMR-based 15N-HSQC titration
experiments showed that chemical shift changes in the PDZ
domain upon binding either ligand were nearly identical, indi-
catingminimal structural changes in the PDZ domain (Figure S2).
In contrast, the three-dimensional structure showed that the
pSDC1 phosphotyrosine was rotated90 into a groove formed
by a1 helix and the b1-b2 loop (Figures 3 and 4). This conforma-
tion is stabilized by interactions between the phosphoryl adduct
and the side-chain amine of K879 (a1 helix) and the hydroxylts reserved
Table 2. Crystallographic Data and Refinement Statistics
PDZ/SDC1 PDZ/pSDC1
Data Collection Statistics
Temperature (K) 100 100
Wavelength (A˚) 1.000 1.000
Space group P21 P212121
Unit cell parameters
a, b, c (A˚) 26.52, 58.11, 50.95 26.72, 50.14, 57.71








I/s(I) 8.9 (2.7) 34.4 (9.3)
Completeness (%) 99.6 (99.3) 95.5 (74.6)
Rmerge (%)
b 7.0 (35.5) 3.0 (12.1)
Redundancy 3.00 (2.91) 6.6 (3.8)
Refinement Details




Protein (peptide) 1,296 (164) 711 (92)
Water 101 95
B-factor average (A˚2)
Protein (main chain) 28.9 (26.4) 11.8 (10.5)
Peptide (dansyl) 34.0 (48.7) 13.8 (15.6)
Water 34.8 26.5
Rmsd from Ideal Geometry
Bond lengths (A˚) 0.022 0.013
Bond angles () 2.329 1.431
Dihedral angles () 14.30 15.01
Planarity () 0.018 0.016
Chirality () 0.147 0.116
Ramachandran Plot (% Residues)
Most favored 98.33 97.94
Additionally allowed 1.67 2.06
Disallowed 0 0
Rmsd, root-mean-square deviation.
aValues in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell. One crystal
was used for each data collection.
bRmerge = SjIi  hIij/SIi, where Ii is the intensity of the ith observation, and
hIi is the mean intensity of the reflections.
cR = SjFobs  Fcalcj/SjFobsj, crystallographic R-factor, where all reflec-
tions belong to a test set of randomly selected data.
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Tiam1 PDZ Domain/Syndecan1 Structure and Dynamicsgroup of T857 (b1-b2 loop) in the PDZ domain. To test the
importance of residue K879 in the PDZ/pSDC1 interaction,
we constructed a double-mutant thermodynamic cycle using
PDZ-WT, PDZ-K879E, SDC1, and pSDC1. The interactions of
PDZ-K879E with SDC1 and pSDC1 peptides had Kds that
were 2- and 9-fold weaker, respectively, than those for PDZ-
WT (Table 1). Double-mutant cycle analysis revealed that the
phosphoryl group and the K879 side chain were energetically
coupled (DDDGINT = 0.83 ± 0.05 kcal/mol) (Table S1).Structure 21,Ligand Binding Results in UniformChanges in Backbone
Dynamics
Previously, we determined that C termini of the adhesion
proteins SDC1, pSDC1, and Caspr4 bind the Tiam1 PDZ
domain with affinities ranging from 17–26 mM (Shepherd et al.,
2010). To determine the extent of the changes in dynamics
along the backbone for the Tiam1 PDZ domain upon complex-
ing with the three ligands, we performed 15N-based relaxation
analyses, obtaining an order parameter (S2) and timescale of
motion (te) for each amide. In the absence of peptide ligand,
we were able to analyze 81 of 88 nonproline backbone-amide
residues in the PDZ domain. In regions of defined secondary
structure, amide motions were highly restricted, with an average
S2 of 0.86 (Figure 5). In contrast, residues in the b1-b2 loop (resi-
dues 851–858), b2-b3 loop (residues 866–872), and b5-a2 loop
(residues 904–909) were more dynamic (average S2 = 0.73)
(Figure 5A). In addition, residues in helix a2 (residues 906 and
912–917) displayed chemical exchange (Rex), and residues
908 and 909 were broadened beyond detection indicating
milli- to microsecond motions (Figures S3 and S4). In analyzing
the Tiam1 PDZ/SDC1, PDZ/pSDC1, and PDZ/Caspr4 com-
plexes, we deemed changes in dynamics relative to the free
PDZ domain (DS2, Dte, or DRex) significant if the calculated
difference in that parameter was 1.5-fold greater than the prop-
agated error. Overall, only small changes in dynamics occurred
in all three complexes but upon binding their respective ligands
the dynamics response of the three complexes was similar—
residues in the b1-b2 loop, b2 strand (859–865), and a2 helix
(residues 911, 912, and 915) had more restricted motions
(Figures 5 and S3).
Ligand Binding Modulates PDZ Domain Side-Chain
Dynamics
To determine how distinct ligands (SDC1, pSDC1, and Caspr4)
affect PDZ domain side-chain dynamics, we employed 2H
relaxation experiments to characterize the pico- to nanosecond
timescale motions of methyl groups. The methyl-axis order
parameter (S2axis) and te were determined using the model-
free formalism. S2 axis represents the amplitude of the motion
of the bond along the axis of symmetry of the methyl group
(C-CH3), and te represents the timescale of its reorientation.
Changes in S2axis and/or te (DS
2
axis and Dte) describe the
changes in dynamics upon ligand binding. For instance, a




axis,complex  S2axis,apo) for a methyl
group signifies a decrease in fast timescale motions, whereas a
DS2axis < 0 indicates an increase in these motions. We defined
a difference in the fitted parameter of >1.5-fold of the pro-
pagated error as a significant change in dynamics. Figure 6
shows plots of DS2axis and Dte values versus methyl sequence
for the three complexes. We classified three regions with signif-
icant DS2axis values into two general groups—those whose
dynamics were common to all complexes and those whose
dynamics were ligand specific (Figures 6 and 7). For instance,
the carboxylate-binding (b1-b2) loop (residues T853–T857)
showed increased DS2axis values in all three ligand-bound
complexes.
In contrast, two regions in the PDZ domain showed
pronounced differences in DS2axis and Dte values among the
three complexes. First, the b3 strand and a1 helix region342–354, March 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 345
Figure 3. Structures of the Tiam1 PDZ
Domain Bound to Syndecan1 and Phos-
pho-Syndecan1
(A and B) Stick models showing side-chain and
backbone interactions in the Tiam1 PDZ/SDC1
and PDZ/pSDC1 complexes, respectively. PDZ-
domain residues involved in peptide binding are
labeled and colored yellow. Dotted lines indicate
hydrogen-bond interactions.
(C and D) Space-filling models of the Tiam1 PDZ
domain bound to SDC1 and pSDC1 peptides
(shown as stick models), respectively. The peptide
is colored green; PDZ-domain residues involved in
peptide binding are labeled and colored red.
See also Table S2 and Figures S1 and S2.
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Tiam1 PDZ Domain/Syndecan1 Structure and Dynamics(residues V875–A891) showed positive DS2axis values in both the
Caspr4- and SDC1-bound states but not in the pSDC1-bound
state (Figures 6 and 7). Specifically, binding to pSDC1 had
essentially no effect on S2axis in this region (the exception being
L883d1). The second affected region was the ligand-binding site
(a2 helix and b2 strand). Both SDC1 and pSDC1 binding induced
significantDS2axis orDte in this region of the PDZ domain, specif-
ically at residues L911d1,d2, L915d1, L920d1, L922d2, L923d2,
I846g2, I898g2, and L862d1. The motions of the methyl groups
in L911d1,d2, L915d1, L922d2, and I846g2 were more restricted,
whereas those of L920d1, I898g2, and L862d1 became more
dynamic. This pattern was distinct from that observed in the
PDZ/Caspr4 complex, where residues L915d1, L920d1, L922d2,
L923d2, and I846g2 showed no significant DS2axis, but residues
L911d1,d2, I898g2, and L862d1 were more restricted on the fast
timescale. Thus, the motions of the Tiam1 PDZ domain in the
Caspr4-bound state became more restricted, whereas in the
SDC1- and pSDC1-bound states the dynamics were heteroge-
neous with methyl groups showing increased and decreased
motions (Figures 6 and 7).
DISCUSSION
Tiam1 is a guanine nucleotide exchange factor for the Rac1
GTPase that plays important roles in cell polarity, cell-cell
adhesion, and cell migration. The spatio-temporal dynamics346 Structure 21, 342–354, March 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reservedof Tiam1 signaling are tightly regulated
by several protein-protein interaction
domains. In particular, the PDZ domain
interacts with adhesion proteins, such
as syndecan1 and Caspr4, and thereby
regulates signaling (Shepherd et al.,
2010). Here, we identified the binding
preferences of this domain for syndecan
proteins and defined the structural
determinants required for its specificity
to several ligands. In addition, we
determined the crystal structure of the
Tiam1 PDZ domain bound to phosphory-
lated SDC1 that establishes a paradigm
for PDZ/phospho-ligand interactions.
Finally, our analysis of the side-chain
dynamics of three Tiam1 PDZ/ligandcomplexes with very similar binding energetics (DG), but
distinct entropies, reveals that redistribution of energetics at
protein interfaces can have a significant impact on protein
dynamics.
Tiam1 PDZ Domain Syndecan Binding Preferences
Suggest Biological Signaling Specificity
Previous studies identified PDZ-containing proteins capable of
binding syndecan family proteins (Lambaerts et al., 2009).
These studies suggest that the C-terminal four amino acids
(EFYA) of the PDZ-binding motif are the sole determinants of
syndecan binding specificity. However, our previous biochem-
ical and structural analyses of the Tiam1 PDZ domain (Shep-
herd et al., 2010) and other PDZ/ligand studies (Birrane et al.,
2003; Feng et al., 2008; Kozlov et al., 2002; Tyler et al., 2010)
demonstrate that residues beyond P3 contribute to peptide
ligand recognition. Indeed, our fluorescence-based affinity
measurements clearly show that the Tiam1 PDZ domain binds
particular syndecans preferentially (affinity for SDC1 and SDC3
peptides 15-fold greater than that for SDC2 and SCD4
peptides; Table 1). As seen in the Tiam1 PDZ domain/SDC1
structure, residues K912 and N876 in the PDZ domain and
the P4 and P6 in syndecans dictate this specificity. The
P2 phenylalanine residue may also contribute by stabilizing
the EP4 residue and its interaction with K912. Interestingly,
the P4 and P6 residues of the Caspr4 peptide are not
Figure 4. Structural Features of the pSDC1
Phosphotyrosine Binding Pocket
(A) The structures of the Tiam1 PDZ domain (gray)
bound to SDC1 (green) or pSDC1 (cyan) are
overlaid. Side chains involved in forming the S1
and S2 binding pockets are represented as stick
lines. This view highlights the 90 rotation of the
P1 tyrosine upon phosphorylation.
(B) The electrostatic potential surface of the PDZ
domain in the Tiam1 PDZ/pSDC1 complex. The
electrostatic surface is colored continuously from
red to blue (1.0 to +1.0 keV). The electrostatic
potential calculation was performed in PyMol
(v1.4) using the APBS module.
(C) Structure-based amino acid alignment of PDZ
domains that bind to syndecan proteins.
See also Table S2 and Figure S5.
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Tiam1 PDZ Domain/Syndecan1 Structure and Dynamicsconserved with those of SDC1 and three isoforms, yet it binds
the Tiam1 PDZ domain with the highest affinity of all peptides.
The P4 position contains lysine, whereas the P6 has an
asparagine, suggesting that the Caspr4 peptide in complex
with the PDZ domain assumes a distinct conformation from
that seen in SDC1. Although our binding studies were per-
formed with dansyl peptides, the dansyl group does not appear
to influence binding specificity as the crystal structure shows it
is 6 A˚ from KP6 and no additional contacts with the peptide
or PDZ domain are apparent. Solution NMR titration experi-
ments with N-terminally acetylated and dansylated pSDC1
peptides indicate that the dansyl group weakly perturbs the
chemical shifts of residues in the b2-b3 loop (E866, E867,
and D868); however, these residues do not appear to be
involved in providing binding specificity for syndecan isoforms
(Figure S1).
The residues at position K912 and N876 may also provide
specificity in other syndecan-PDZ protein interactions as they
vary among other syndecan-binding PDZ domains (Figure 4C).
Our results set an important precedent in syndecan biology
that PDZ domain proteins can have specificity for individual syn-
decan receptor proteins. For Tiam1, the PDZ domain binds
SDC1 andmediates cell-matrix and cell-cell adhesion (Shepherd
et al., 2010). The data presented here also indicate that Tiam1
couples to SDC3. Interestingly, both Tiam1 and SDC3 have
a known function in neurite development, suggesting a potential
functional link (Hienola et al., 2006; Miyamoto et al., 2006;
Tanaka et al., 2004). Although the specificity of other synde-
can-binding PDZ domain pairs has not been determined, our
data suggest that other PDZ proteins may also display unique
syndecan preferences. Knowledge of this specificity will ulti-
mately be required to decipher the full complement of syndecan
interactions and signaling.Structure 21, 342–354, March 5, 2013Syndecan-PDZProtein Selection by
Ligand Phosphorylation
The phosphorylation of PDZ-binding
motifs modulates many PDZ/ligand inter-
actions (Lee and Zheng, 2010). In general,
the outcome of phosphorylation is dis-
ruption of the interaction, but multiple
reports have demonstrated that bindingaffinity can be enhanced (Adey et al., 2000; Boisguerin et al.,
2007; Pangon et al., 2012; Tyler et al., 2010; von Nandelstadh
et al., 2009). These studies demonstrate the importance of
positive regulation in PDZ/ligand interactions; however, the
structural mechanism whereby phosphorylation contributes to
the specificity and affinity of PDZ/ligand interactions remains
uncharacterized.
We previously determined that SDC1 phosphorylation (at
Y309) does not disrupt binding between SDC1 and the Tiam1
PDZ domain (Table 1) (Shepherd et al., 2010). The structures pre-
sented here reveal the physical basis for the PDZ/pSDC1 inter-
action. In short, the Tiam1 PDZ domain has evolved the capacity
to bind SDC1 and pSDC1 via distinct mechanisms but with
nearly equal affinity (Figures 3 and 4). The structural model and
thermodynamic analysis of the Tiam1 PDZ/pSDC1 complex
demonstrates that the phosphotyrosine adduct is recognized
and stabilized in a phosphoryl binding pocket through electro-
static interactions with residues K879 and T857 of the PDZ
domain (Figure 4B). Concomitantly, YP1-phosphorylation
disrupts tyrosine OH interactions with the N876 side chain
seen in the PDZ/SDC1 complex resulting in only a small change
in affinity between the PDZ/SDC1 and PDZ/pSDC1 complexes.
The identity of residues near the phosphoryl binding pocket
may provide specificity in other syndecan-binding PDZ domains.
Notably, the syntenin1 PDZ2 domain contains a valine (V222) at
the equivalent of Tiam1 position 879 and two adjacent aspartic
acids (D204 and D224; S851 and T881 in Tiam1, respectively)
(Figure 4C). A model of the syntenin1 PDZ2/pSDC1 structure
suggests that phosphorylation is electrostatically unfavorable,
given that residues D204 and D224 are negatively charged and
residue V222 is not basic. Thus, the electrostatic nature of the
phosphoryl (S1) pocket and the b1-b2 loop are likely determi-
nants of whether syndecan phosphorylation enhances bindingª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 347
Figure 5. The Pico- to Nanosecond Timescale Dynamics of the Free Tiam1 PDZ-Domain Main Chain and Its Response to Syndecan1 Binding
(A and B) The order parameter (S2), timescale of motion (te,C), and chemical exchange (Rex,:) of the free Tiam1 PDZ domain plotted for amides along the
backbone. Arrows (b strand) and rectangles (a helix) indicate secondary structure of the PDZ domain. Error bars represent the uncertainty as derived fromMonte
Carlo simulations.
(C) The change in backbone order parameter (DS2) caused by SDC1 binding. Residues that experience significant changes in this parameter are colored black.
See also Figures S3 and S4.
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sequences and electrostatic potential surfaces of other synde-
can-binding PDZ domains, we predict that both the synectin
and CASK PDZ domains have the capacity to bind YP1-phos-
phorylated syndecan ligands in a manner similar to that
described here for the Tiam1 PDZ/pSDC1 complex (Figures 4C
and S5). Because of the large number of syndecan-binding
PDZ proteins, both binding specificity and phosphorylation
are likely required to regulate signaling events. Together, our
results suggest that amino acids beyond the final four of the
C terminus contribute to binding specificity, whereas phosphor-
ylation (at YP1) contributes to regulation. For example, both
Tiam1 and syntenin bind SDC1 to coordinate cell adhesion but
phosphorylation leads to divergent regulation of signaling. For
syntenin, phosphorylation disrupts the PDZ2/SDC1 interaction
and promotes ectodomain cleavage (Reiland et al., 1996). In
contrast, phosphorylation has no effect on the Tiam1 PDZ/
SDC1 interaction, leaving Tiam1 available to support further
adhesive events via local activation of Rac1. We propose that
other syndecan-PDZ protein interactions are regulated in this
manner to provide syndecan signaling specificity.
Ligand-Dependent Dynamic Response of the Tiam1
PDZ Domain
Mounting evidence suggests that protein motions or dynamics
contribute to affinity, specificity, and allostery in proteins (Fred-348 Structure 21, 342–354, March 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All righerick et al., 2007; Kay et al., 1996; Korzhnev et al., 2009; Lee
et al., 2000; Namanja et al., 2011; Tzeng and Kalodimos,
2011). In this regard, PDZ domains have been excellent model
systems (Fuentes et al., 2004; Lockless and Ranganathan,
1999; Petit et al., 2009). Here, we have used the Tiam1 PDZ
domain because interactions with several ligands (SDC1,
pSDC1, and Caspr4) have been characterized and high-resolu-
tion structural data is available (Shepherd and Fuentes, 2011;
Shepherd et al., 2010, 2011).
Examination of the 15N backbone dynamics of the ligand-free
PDZ domain shows that the b1-b2 and b2- b3 loops exhibit
complex motions on the pico- to nanosecond timescale, consis-
tent with the high degree of conformational variability within
Tiam1 PDZ structures (Figure 5; Table S2) (Shepherd et al.,
2010). Moreover, the free PDZ contains chemical exchange
terms (Rex) in the a2 helix, particularly at and near residue
K912, which may help accommodate distinct ligands. Upon
ligand binding, however, these dynamic regions all become
quenched (Figures 5C and S4). Overall, the 15N backbone
dynamics of the three PDZ/ligand complexes were very similar
but generally unremarkable.
In contrast, the fast timescale motions of side-chain methyl
groups in the Tiam1 PDZ domain offer insight into ligand-
dependent regulation of dynamics. Changes in side-chain
dynamics in the PDZ domain clustered around three distinct
areas (Figures 6 and 7). Importantly, the magnitude andts reserved
Figure 6. Dynamics of the Methyl Side Chains of Tiam1 PDZ Domain Complexes
(A) The change in S2axis and te caused by SDC1-binding.
(B) The change in S2axis and te caused by pSDC1-binding.
(C) The change in S2axis and te caused by Caspr4-binding.




axis,bound S2axis,apo) and Dte (Dte = te,bound te,apo) were the b1-b2 loop (i.e., carboxylate-
binding loop) (shaded gray), the b3-a1 region (shaded gray), and the peptide-binding site (the remaining black bars). The error bars represent propagated
uncertainty, as derived from Monte Carlo simulations.
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Figure 7. Distinct Dynamics Responses of
Methyl Groups of Tiam1 PDZ/Ligand
Complexes
(A–C) Side-chain methyl groups with significant
changes in dynamics parameters are mapped
onto structural models of the PDZ/SDC1, PDZ/
pSDC1, and PDZ/Caspr4 complexes, respec-
tively. The methyl groups (spheres) are colored in
a continuous gradient from red to blue, with their
intensity scaling to the magnitude of DS2axis.
Methyl groups colored yellow had a significant
Dte. The PDZ/SDC1 crystal structure was used as
a template to model the PDZ/Caspr4 complex.
Residues Y858 and F860 discussed in the text are
colored yellow and shown as sticks.
Structure
Tiam1 PDZ Domain/Syndecan1 Structure and Dynamicsdirection of the changes in dynamics were different for each of
the three complexes. Using the PDZ/SDC1 complex as the
reference state, the three regions of significant change in
dynamics correspond to the b1-b2 loop, the b3-a1 region, and
the peptide-binding site. Motions in both the b1-b2 loop and
b3-a1 region became more restricted upon SDC1 binding,
whereas changes in dynamics in the peptide-binding site were
mixed—some residues becoming more dynamic and others
less. The methyl dynamic response in these three regions is
reminiscent of those seen in second PDZ domain of the
PTP1E phosphatase (PDZ2), where the b3-a1 region corre-
sponds to ‘‘distal surface 2’’ and residues in our current desig-
nation of the peptide-binding site encompass both the
‘‘peptide-binding site’’ and ‘‘distal surface 1’’ in PDZ2 (Fuentes
et al., 2004). Remarkably, despite having only 29% identity,
these distantly related PDZ domains have very similar dynamic
responses upon ligand binding suggesting a conservation of
dynamics as seen in free PDZ domains (Law et al., 2009). More-
over, these regions are consistent with the evolutionarily350 Structure 21, 342–354, March 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reservedconserved ‘‘protein sectors’’ identified
by Ranganathan and colleagues (Halabi
et al., 2009).
To probe the dependence of the PDZ
dynamic response to individual peptide
ligands, we examined two other Tiam1
PDZ/ligand complexes, that is, bound
to pSDC1 and to Caspr4. The overall
change in methyl dynamics for the
Tiam1 PDZ/Caspr4 complex was similar
to that of the SDC1 complex. Neverthe-
less, there was a significant difference:
residues L920, I898, and L862 in the
peptide-binding site (a2 and b2 regions)
were no longer more dynamic. Rather,
motions in the entire PDZ domain were
quenched. Interestingly, the a2 region is
critical for Tiam1 and Tiam2 PDZ domain
specificity (Shepherd and Fuentes, 2011;
Shepherd et al., 2011), suggesting that
dynamics, affinity, and specificity are
correlated in this PDZ domain. Without
knowledge of the structure of the Tiam1
PDZ/Caspr4 complex, it is difficult torationalize the detailed mechanism responsible for this result.
One possibility is that the phenylalanine substitution at the
C terminus (P0) of Caspr4 supports efficient packing of side-
chain residues into the S0 pocket, rendering it less dynamic
(Figures 6 and 7).
The dynamic response of the side chains upon binding pSDC1
was also similar to that seen with SDC1, with the key exception
that the entire b3-a1 region showed no dynamic response to
ligand binding. The phosphoryl moiety effectively severed the
dynamic coupling between the ligand-binding site and the b3-
a1 region. As seen in Figures 3 and 4, the phosphorylation of
SDC1 changes the conformation of the pYP1 in the absence
of any substantial structural change in either the backbone and
or side chains of the PDZ domain. However, subtle local changes
in conformation and dynamics occur at the phosphotyrosine-
binding site that apparently favors binding of the phosphoryl
moiety. In particular, the phosphoryl oxygens interact with both
the NZ amino group of K879 and the hydroxyl group of T857.
Furthermore, methyl group motions of T857g2 in the b1-b2 loop
Figure 8. AModel Depicting Ligand-Depen-
dent Dynamic Communication between
Regions in the Tiam1 PDZ Domain
The left panel shows the Tiam1 PDZ/SDC1 struc-
ture and the three regions whose dynamics were
perturbed upon ligand binding (red, b1-b2 loop;
blue, b3-a1 region; gold, SDC1-binding site).
Phosphorylation of the SDC1 P1 tyrosine residue
induces a conformational change that flips this
residue into a groove at the junction of a1 helix and
the b1-b2 loop (right panel). The conformational
switch decouples the dynamics in the b3-a1
region from those at the ligand-binding site.
Structure
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pSDC1 compared to when bound to SDC1, supporting the
notion that the b1-b2 and b3-a1 regions are dynamically linked
(Figure 8). Collectively, these data demonstrate that ligand
phosphorylation can influence the dynamics of the PDZ domain
by regulating the local binding energetics at the PDZ/ligand
interface and that not all ligands are equal in their capacity to
modulate dynamics. The thermodynamics of the PDZ/peptide
interactions also support this idea. As seen in Figure 2, the
entropic (TDS) contributions to binding vary widely in the three
complexes, suggesting a correlation between dynamics and
conformational entropy as seen previously by others (Marlow
et al., 2010; Tzeng and Kalodimos, 2012). Here, a direct corre-
spondence between PDZ dynamics and conformational entropy
is less clear because of uncertainties in the entropic contribution
of the ligands.
Previous studies in PDZ domains suggest specific residues
act as hubs for the transmission of ‘‘dynamic’’ signals from the
peptide-binding site to distal regions. In particular, studies with
the PTP1E PDZ2 domain have shown that residue I20 (analo-
gous to F860 in Tiam1) is critical for transmitting dynamic signals
to distal sites (Fuentes et al., 2006) and molecular dynamics
studies of PDZ3 of PSD-95 support this conclusion (Ota and
Agard, 2005). We postulate that residues F860 and Y858 in the
Tiam1 PDZ domain work in concert to regulate the propagation
of dynamic signals to distal sites. These residues pack against
each other to form the S0 pocket and connect the b1-b2 loop
to the b3-a1 region. Moreover, Y858 packs against both T857
and L883 adjacent to the phosphoryl binding site. Thus, it
appears that two opposing effects regulate the propagation of
dynamics upon pSDC1 binding. The default response is trig-
gered by ligand binding and propagated to the b3-a1 region
(as seen in SDC1 and Caspr4), but the interaction with the phos-
photyrosine opposes this response by dampening themotions in
this region. Notably, given that the binding energetics (DG) of
SDC1 and pSDC1 are very similar, this effect must be derived,
in part, from a local redistribution of entropy (DS).
Conclusions
This study provides the structural analysis of a PDZ domain
bound to a phosphorylated PDZ-binding motif and establishesStructure 21, 342–354, March 5, 2013a paradigm for PDZ/phospho-ligand
interactions. This structure and analyses
of other syndecan-binding PDZ proteinssuggests that syndecan phosphorylation might have differential
effects on PDZ/ligand interactions, providing a means of select-
ing for particular syndecan-PDZ protein interactions and
signaling events (Akiva et al., 2012; Roper et al., 2012). Comple-
mentary side-chain dynamics studies of three PDZ/ligand
complexes revealed that protein dynamics are finely tuned and
sensitive to the distribution of binding energetics throughout
the protein/ligand interface. As such, particular ‘‘hot spots’’
such as phosphorylation binding sites are critical for the regula-
tion and transmission of dynamic signals. More generally, our
results suggest that subtle changes in structure and energetics,
such as those seen in the PDZ/pSDC1 and PDZ/Caspr4 com-
plexes, can evolve to regulate protein dynamics and their
coupling to distal regions in proteins, that is, regulation of allso-
tery. Whether the observed changes in dynamics allosterically
regulate PDZ/ligand interactions in the context of full-length
Tiam1 is currently unknown. However, one possibility is that
the Tiam1 Ras binding domain-PDZ region (RBD-PDZ) functions
similar to the Par6 CRIB-PDZ region, where Ras binding to the
RBD allosterically regulates PDZ ligand binding energetics.
Future experiments will be necessary to probe this intriguing
possibility.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Protein Expression and Purification
Wild-type and mutant Tiam1 PDZ domain proteins were expressed and
purified as previously described using Ni-chelate and size-exclusion chroma-
tography (Shepherd et al., 2010). Isotopic labeling (15N and 15N,13C) of the
Tiam1 PDZ domain was achieved by growing cells inminimal media containing
15NH4Cl and D-glucose (U-
13C-99%). Random, fractionally labeled 2H-methyl
protein was produced in minimal media containing 15NH4Cl (99%), D-glucose
(U-13C-99%) and 60% 2H2O. All PDZ domain mutations were produced using
oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis and verified by DNA sequencing
(University of Iowa, DNA Facility).
Synthetic Peptides
Peptides were chemically synthesized and used at >95% purity (GeneScript,
Piscataway Township, NJ, USA). Peptides used for NMR and ITC experiments
were acetylated at their N terminus, whereas peptides used for fluorescence
anisotropy binding assays and crystallography were N-terminally dansylated.
Peptide concentrations were determined by absorbance measurements (A280)
using their predicted extinction coefficient. Peptide amino-acid sequences
were based on human proteins: SDC1 (residues 303–310), SDC2 (residuesª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 351
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Tiam1 PDZ Domain/Syndecan1 Structure and Dynamics195–202), SDC3 (residues 435–442), SDC4 (residues 191–198), and Caspr4
(residues 1,301–1,308).
In Vitro Binding Measurements and Thermodynamic Analysis
Fluorescence anisotropy was used to monitor the binding of Tiam1 PDZ
domain proteins to dansylated peptides. Anisotropy measurements were
carried out at 25C on a Fluorolog3 (Jobin Yvon, Horiba) spectrofluorimeter
(gex = 340 and gem = 550 nm). All data collection, fitting, and thermodynamic
analyses were performed as previously described (Shepherd and Fuentes,
2011).
Crystallization and Data Collection
Crystallization trials were performed by the hanging-drop vapor diffusion
method using 0.75 ml of precipitant and protein (20 mg/ml in 20 mM sodium
phosphate and 50mMNaCl at pH 6.8) in the presence of fivemolar equivalents
of dansylated peptide (N-terminally acetylated peptides did not yield high-
quality crystals). Crystals of the Tiam1 PDZ/SDC1 complex formed in 0.1 M
MES (pH 6.5), 20% PEG 8000, whereas PDZ/pSDC1 crystals were obtained
in 0.1M sodium acetate, 25%PEG 4000, 8% isopropanol. Prior to data collec-
tion, crystals were soaked for 10 s in mother liquor containing 10% glycerol
and were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen. Diffraction data sets were collected on
beamline 4.2.2 at the Advanced Light Source (Berkeley, CA, USA) using
a NOIR-1 CCD detector.
Structure Determination and Refinement
Indexing, integration, and scaling were performed using d*TREK (Pflugrath,
1999). The PDZ/SDC1 complex crystallized in space group P21 with twomole-
cules in the asymmetric unit, whereas the PDZ/pSDC1 complex crystallized in
space group P212121 with one molecule per asymmetric unit. The program
MOLREP was used for molecular replacement using the free Tiam1 PDZ
domain structure (Protein Data Bank [PDB] ID code 3KZD) as the searchmodel
(Vagin and Teplyakov, 1997). Manual model building of the PDZ domain and
peptide was carried out in Coot (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004). Further refine-
ment was carried out in REFMAC5 (Vagin et al., 2004). Ramachandran plot
and structural statistics were determined using modules within the program
Phenix (Afonine et al., 2007). Structural and refinement statistics for both struc-
tures are given in Table 2. In the PDZ/SDC1 structure both complexes (chains
A and B) had electron density for the bound peptide, but the b1-b2 loop was
absent in chain A. Chain B of the PDZ/SDC1 structure was used for all figures
and structural comparisons. Structural figures and alignments were performed
with PyMOL (v. 1.4).
NMR Spectroscopy
NMR experiments were carried out at 25C (calibrated with methanol) on
Bruker 500 MHz and Varian 600 MHz spectrometers equipped with
1H/15N/13C probes and z axis pulsed-field gradients. Tiam1 PDZ/ligand
complexes were formed by adding small amounts of concentrated peptide
(5 mM) to the PDZ domain until saturation (the final stoichiometry of PDZ to
ligand was 1:5). Complexes were lyophilized and resuspended in 90% H2O/
10% D2O prior to NMR analysis. All protein NMR samples were used at
a concentration of 1 mM in phosphate buffer (20 mM NaPO4, 50 mM NaCl
[pH 6.8]).
Backbone and side-chain methyl assignments were obtained using stan-
dard triple-resonance experiments. Stereo-specific assignments of prochiral
methyl groups were achieved using a 10% 13C-PDZ sample and constant-
time 13C-HSQC experiments. NMR data was processed using NMRPipe (De-
laglio et al., 1995) and analyzed using NMRView (Johnson and Blevins, 1994).
Standard backbone (15N) relaxation experiments were used to collect amide
R1, R2, and heteronuclear NOE data at 500 and 600 MHz for free PDZ domain
and in complex with Caspr4, SDC1, and pSDC1 (Lee andWand, 1999). R1 and
R2 experiments were collected at nine relaxation time points along with three
duplicates that were used to estimate parameter uncertainties. R1 relaxation
times ranged from 0.035–1.700 s, and R2 relaxation times ranged from
0.005–0.172 s. The steady-state heteronuclear 15N-[1H] NOE experiments
were acquired using a total recycle delay of 5 s with and without a 1H irradi-
ation period of 4.5 s. The relaxation decay rate (R1 or R2) for each resolved
amide peak was determined by fitting the maximum peak intensities against
relaxation times to a single exponential function using in-house programs.352 Structure 21, 342–354, March 5, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All righSide-chain 2H-methyl relaxation experiments for CH2D isotopomers were
collected for samples containing random fractional 2H-labeling. Deuterium
relaxation experiments [R1(
2H) and R1r(
2H) with automatic correction for IzCz
contributions] were collected at 500 and 600 MHz (Millet et al., 2002; Namanja
et al., 2007). Nine relaxation time points along with three duplicate points were
collected for the free PDZ domain, as well as the Caspr4- and SDC1- and
pSDC1-bound PDZ complexes. Relaxation rate constants were determined
by nonlinear fitting of the data to a single exponential function.
Relaxation Analysis
Backbone and side-chain motions in pico- to nanosecond timescales were
characterized using the Lipari-Szabo model free formalism (Lipari and Szabo,
1982). Prior to full analysis of 15N relaxation data, a set of trimmed backbone
amides were used to fit the overall rotational correlation time (tm) (Tjandra
et al., 1995). Global fitting of these data yielded an isotropic tm of 6.38, 6.23,
6.29, and 6.33 ns for the free PDZ domain and the SDC1, pSDC1, and Caspr4
complexes, respectively. Rotational tumbling anisotropy was found to be small
(Djj/Dt values ranged from 1.03 to 1.06 for free PDZ domain and PDZ
complexes) (Lee et al., 1997). Consequently, an isotropic tumbling model
was used for subsequent analyses. Backbone dynamic parameters were fitted
to the five standard models using ModelFree (v. 4.1) (Mandel et al., 1995) as
implemented in Fast-Modelfree (Cole and Loria, 2003). Similar results were
obtained using the Akaike’s information criterion (Chen et al., 2004). In all,
81/88, 83/88, 83/88, and 82/88 nonproline amides were analyzed for the
free, SDC1-, pSDC1-, and Caspr4-bound Tiam1 PDZ domains, respectively.
S2axis and te for side-chain methyl groups were determined by fitting the
relaxation data using the programRelxn2.2 (Lee et al., 1999). Errors in the fitted
parameters were estimated using Monte Carlo simulations. The final analysis
yielded S2axis and te parameters for 54/56, 50/56, 50/56, and 48/56 methyl
groups for the free PDZ domain, SDC1-, pSDC1-, and Caspr4 complexes,
respectively.
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